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Abstract. Estimation of the quantitative relationship between transcription factor proteins and genes within the gene regulatory network
is a major task in modeling biological systems. High-throughput experimental techniques provide architectural information about the regulatory
network but concentration of transcription factor proteins and their role
in transcription regulation is not well known. Probabilistic inference of
concentrations of transcription factor proteins and gene-specific activities for time-independent gene expression data is discussed in this paper.
Model proposed in [1] is employed to incorporate time-independent nature of gene expression data to measure the transcription factor profiles.
Results are similar to ones obtained using the original model but with
larger credibility intervals due to the non-temporal relationship between
concentrations of transcription factor proteins in different experimental
conditions.
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Introduction

Biological cells are complex systems made of several thousand proteins that
interact with each other and produce different proteins while sensing different
environmental conditions. This information processing task is carried out by the
dynamical system composed of genes and transcription factors, transcription
network, that determines the rate of production of different proteins [2]. In this
dynamical system, input signal causes the changes in the transcription factor
activities resulting in the change of production rate of other genes. Quantitative
estimation of transcription factor activities and gene regulation in regulatory
networks is essential for modeling cellular processes. Owing to recent advances in
high-throughput techniques [3, 4], some connectivity information is available and
there is a need to analyze this qualitative connectivity information to generate
quantitative network structures.
Many different mathematical modeling techniques are available for gene transcription analysis. In network component analysis (NCA), a dimensionality reduction approach is used to generate network of genes and transcription factor
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activities (TFAs)[5]. In this work, network structure based on hidden regulatory signals is extracted using constrained maximum-likelihood procedure using
Gaussian and i.i.d. assumptions. Another work focusing on the same task using
singular value decomposition (SVD) is discussed in [6]. Main limitation of these
methods is the difficulty in associating confidence interval with results of these
methods due to the non-probabilistic nature of these methods. A more reliable
approach is discussed in [7] using dynamical Bayesian networks (DBN) but computationally expensive.
It is important to associate credibility intervals with the results obtained
using gene transcription analysis. To achieve this objective, a different class of
probabilistic modeling techniques are available in literature. State space models
(SSM) are used in [8] to extract the transcription networks from gene expression
data. SSMs are very suitable for gene expression data analysis as SSMs also
incorporate the hidden state variables of the system. In [8], task of gene transcription analysis is discussed using classical and Bayesian approach. Variational
approximations are used for estimating the distribution over model parameters
and can also be used to infer the structure of the true generating model. Priors over all the model parameter are taken from conjugate distribution for the
sake of efficiency of the model. They have tested their model on data which is
discussed in [9]. However, prior connectivity information was not incorporated
in inferring the TFAs. Use of this information can help in reducing the search
space and genome-wide applications become feasible [1].
A fully probabilistic framework extending the linear regression model of Liao
[5] is given in [1]. SSM is used to model the concentration of proteins and regulatory strengths are given separate Gaussian priors . Due to this characteristic,
this model can effectively be used to reconstruct genome-wide transcriptional
regulation. There are such situations where gene expression data is not in time
series so analysis of that experimental data do not involve HMM based approach.
Estimation of the concentrations of transcription factor proteins using such data
is necessary as experimental measurement of these quantities is a difficult task.
Inference of transcription factor profiles under time course settings was done in
[1] using SSM giving results which are largely confirmed in biological literature.
Here, we employ the model proposed in [1] using gene expression data that do
not have temporal dependency to estimate the concentrations of transcription
factor proteins.
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Methods

We first briefly review the model proposed in [1] which uses the time course data.
Later, we will use this model for inference in time-independent gene expression
data.
2.1

Model for Time-series Gene Expression Data

Log gene expression data from a time-series microarray experiment is collected
in a matrix form Y ∈ ℜN ×T , where N is number of genes and T is the total
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number of time points in the data. We assume gene expression to be driven by
M transcription factors. The model we use is a log-linear approximation to the
non-linear relationship between changes in transcription factor activity and gene
expression. In practice, we use a discrete-time model where gene expression for
gene n is modelled as a linear combination of the the activity of its regulators
yn (t) =

q
X

Xnm bnm cm (t) + µn + ǫnt

(1)

m=1

X here is a binary matrix whose nm entry is one if and only if gene n is regulated
by transcription factor m. This matrix is assumed to be known from literature
or other experimental techniques such as ChIP-on chip. The activity matrix
B encodes the regulatory strength with which transcription factor m effects
the gene n. To incorporate the baseline expression for each gene, a constant
vector µ = [µn ] is used. To model the dynamics of the transcription factor
concentrations, 1st order Markov chain are used as shown in equation 2. This
matrix C represents the relative (log)-concentration of the transcription factor
m at specific time instant t
cm (t) = γm cm (t − 1) + ηmt

(2)

It is important to state that the only observed variables are the gene expression levels yn (t); the transcription factor activity profiles cm (t), the regulatory
strengths bnm and the baseline expression levels µn are all treated as latent random vectors. The prior distribution for cm (t) is given by the state-space model
2, while bnm and µn are given zero mean spherical Gaussian priors.
The joint distribution for the observed and latent variables is

p(Y, B, C, µ) =
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×

(3)

where κ is a vector obtained by concatenating the transcription factor concentrations at various time points. Notice that the state-space model prior implies
that the prior covariance matrix K is banded.
Exact marginalisation in this model is impossible due to the multiplicative
nature of the model. Variational approximation is employed to obtain posterior
distribution over the model parameters. Approximating posterior distribution
factorizes over the hidden variables as
q(B, C, µ) = q1 (B)q2 (C)q3 (µ)

(4)

Using variational EM algorithm, approximating distribution is constructed
iteratively by starting with any distribution q2 (C) and q3 (µ) and average the
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joint likelihood under them. Then q1 (B) that maximizes the variational lower
bound can be computed. Using the updated distribution q1 (B), we can compute the updates for updated distributions q2 and q3 and repeat this until the
convergence is achieved.
2.2

Model for Time-Independent Gene Expression Data

To incorporate the time-independent nature of the gene expression data, temporal dependency in the form of Markov process shown in equation 2 is no longer
required. Experimental data containing independent point or different experimental conditions can be used to estimate the concentration of transcription
factor proteins as shown above for time-series data. Using γ = 0 also give the re′
quired solution but computation expensive as the size of the matrix K becomes
very large. Revisiting the equation 1, now concentration matrix C represent the
concentration of transcription factor proteins at different experimental condi′
tions. This also simplify the process of estimating the matrix K for posterior
distribution of transcription factor profiles as shown below. In this case, the row
vector of concentrations is formalized as
c(1) . . . c(T ) ∼ N (0, K)

(5)

The covariance matrix for posterior distribution of transcription factor profiles K has simpler form now. For time-series data case, K was a banded matrix
of size T q × T q [1]. For genome-wide applications, size of this matrix becomes
very large while increasing the time and space complexity for inversion so an optimized inversion algorithm for banded matrix was used for the sake of efficiency.
But in case of time-independent gene expression data, matrix K is an identity
matrix as there is no need to incorporate the Markov process of equation 2 hence
simplifying the calculation for posterior estimation of C and increasing the performance. Using the distribution given in equation 5 in the joint likelihood and
estimating the posterior for C, one obtains that
′

q2 (C) = N (c(1) . . . c(T )|ν, K )
with
′

K =

N
1 X
K + IT ⊗ 2
χn hbn bT
n iq1 χn
σ
n=1


yn − hµn iq3
′
ν=K
χ
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i
n
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−1

(6)
!−1

Calculating K is much more efficient now that can further be improved if the
posterior estimation is done in the following way.
hc(t)i =

N
1 X
Iq + 2
χn hbn bT
n iq1 χn
σ
n=1

!−1 

yn − hµn iq3
χn hbn iq1
σ2
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3

Results

Here, we present some preliminary results comparing the time-dependent model
with the time-independent model. We test on a very simple synthetic data set
generated using the time-dependent model. We used the time-independent model
to the simulated gene expression data to infer the transcription factor protein concentration and gene-specific regulatory activities from microarray data.
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the results for both time-series and timeindependent cases using artificial data. From the results, it can be seen that in
both cases results are similar with slight differences in confidence intervals associated with the estimated concentration profiles of transcription factor proteins.
Another measure would be to compare the ratios of variance of the expected val-
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Fig. 1. (a) Estimated concentration profile using time-series data (b) Estimated concentration profile using time-independent data. Dashed line shows the original concentration profile while solid line is the estimated concentration profile.

ues of a particular transcription factor protein concentration and the associated
average error for both times-series and time-independent data. This come out to
be 11.9185 for the time series case and 17.8964 for time-independent data. Here,
figure 1a shows better result as the data used here is taken from a time-series
experiment.
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Conclusion

In this paper, inference of transcription regulation for gene-specific activities is
modeled for gene expression data containing different experimental conditions.
State space model in variational framework is used to provide the basis for
inference in transcription networks. Computational complexity is a prominent
feature of this model which is better in case of time-independent data. Also,
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using specific structure of the regulatory network, genome-wide application are
possible using time-series and time-independent gene expression data.
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